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Messages from the Gerrit Lansing Gap 

A small number of people one meets speak to the nature of poetry just in who they are. The 
Gerrit poem/the person reads in more ways than stay in the mind at once. Missing him 
poignantly brings an unfolding in one’s awareness of whole realms now inaccessible except as 
memories become all too thin. It returns us to the poem on the page, readable with a new 
richness; we hear his voice telling the more we need or are ready to hear. And that extends 
one of the most powerful facts of his poems—that they age well, they read further over the 
years, they go with us as far as we can go. 

The gap, his physical absence, is showing up partly in how much I never got to ask him and 
now can’t. Not just the enormity of his mind/intelligence/erudition but the singularity of his 
knowing—connections between the previously disparate or apparently unrelated—made him 
seem the sole source to consult on certain essential matters. I suppose all who knew him have 
stories to tell of what they no longer have access to. The sheer range of people, not just poets, 
whose lives he enriched became strikingly clear to me at the Hammond Castle memorial. 
Not a resident of Gloucester I never quite registered that our master of the esoteric had a sort 
of Whitmanian reach locally. 

I think my first actual glimpse of the riches of his erudition was in 1973 when I had the first 
proofs of the anthology Rothenberg and I edited, America a Prophecy, and I showed it to 
Gerrit in Boston. Jerry and I had spent most of a year of full workweeks researching the 
uncelebrated aspects of American poetry, and I may have imagined that some of our 
discoveries might also be his. We went through the proofs page by page, and on virtually 
every page of maybe 600 in the uncut proof he asked if we had considered X, Y, or Z other 
possible choices for that entry—an uncomfortably large number of which I had never 
encountered or even heard of! Perhaps if I had only known to consult him from the start…. 

For me the “real Gerrit” was the keeper of a domain that has no name outside his actual 
being and yet stands for a vast realm of the possible. Thinking of him arouses a certain faith 
in what one knows must be true but dare not pretend to say. On so many matters of great 
importance he never quite gave a straight answer, as if preventing the hypnosis of answers 
and resolution of complexities from taking hold. His mind exhibited a non-ordinary poiesis 
in the ordinary. And I think of him both in his work and in his living as a singular instance 
of Blake’s view in Milton that "the Writing/Is the Divine Revelation in the Literal 
expression.” 
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